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Abstract: Language mapping is a key goal in neurosurgical planning. fMRI mapping typically proceeds
with a focus on Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, although multiple other language-critical areas are now
well-known. We evaluated whether clinicians could use a novel approach, including clinician-driven individualized thresholding, to reliably identify six language regions, including Broca’s Area, Wernicke’s
Area (inferior, superior), Exner’s Area, Supplementary Speech Area, Angular Gyrus, and Basal Temporal
Language Area. We studied 22 epilepsy and tumor patients who received Wada and fMRI (age 36.4[12.5];
Wada language left/right/mixed in 18/3/1). fMRI tasks (two 3 three tasks) were analyzed by two clinical
neuropsychologists who flexibly thresholded and combined these to identify the six regions. The resulting
maps were compared to fixed threshold maps. Clinicians generated maps that overlapped significantly,
and were highly consistent, when at least one task came from the same set. Cases diverged when clinicians
prioritized different language regions or addressed noise differently. Language laterality closely mirrored
Wada data (85% accuracy). Activation consistent with all six language regions was consistently identified.
In blind review, three external, independent clinicians rated the individualized fMRI language maps
as superior to fixed threshold maps; identified the majority of regions significantly more frequently;
and judged language laterality to mirror Wada lateralization more often. These data provide initial
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validation of a novel, clinician-based approach to localizing language cortex. They also demonstrate
clinical fMRI is superior when analyzed by an experienced clinician and that when fMRI data is of
low quality judgments of laterality are unreliable and should be withheld. Hum Brain Mapp 38:4239–4255,
C 2017 The Authors Human Brain Mapping Published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
V
2017.
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INTRODUCTION
Epilepsy is a debilitating neurological condition for
which neurosurgery can be curative. Language impairment is a key risk of surgery, however, with naming
decline occurring in a third of left temporal patients
[Sherman et al., 2011]. Accurate mapping of language
cortex is therefore a key goal of surgical planning.

fMRI in Presurgical Language Mapping
Language mapping via functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (“language fMRI”) can be seen as having three
distinct but related goals: language lateralization; language
localization; and prediction of postsurgical language change.
Language fMRI is valid for language lateralization, a
proxy for prediction of post-surgical outcome. Wada testing has been the gold standard for language lateralization
since the 1960s though study of its relationship to surgical
outcome has been limited [Loring and Meador, 2015]. Its
attendant cost, discomfort, and risks–including stroke
[Loddenkemper et al., 2008] are key factors mitigating its
use. From the late 1970s and 1980s Positron Emission
Tomography (PET), a foundational non-invasive technique
for language mapping, was then applied to map the
language system [e.g., Hunter et al., 1999; Petersen et al.,
1988] and for surgical planning [Theodore, 1989]. PET was
shown to lateralize language effectively and have good
correspondence with the results of Wada testing [Pardo
and Fox, 1993] and direct cortical stimulation mapping
[e.g., Bookheimer et al., 1997]. The methods developed here
were then employed to the less invasive functional MRI,
which has now been shown to determine language lateralization with a similar degree of success as Wada testing without that procedure’s risks [see Binder, 2011; Szaflarski et al.,
2017]. Wada testing and language fMRI have been shown to
predict outcomes with a similar degree of success, with an
extensive review and systematic analysis of one site’s experience concluding 86% concordance [Janecek et al., 2013].
With the protocols used at that site, 92–94% concordance
between Wada and fMRI was observed when one method
indicated left language dominance. Clear discordance
occurred in only 4/229 cases (2%) when, in each instance,
fMRI indicated right lateralization and Wada, left.
The ability to predict language outcome using fMRI,
particularly relative to Wada testing, has received less
attention. In a key paper [Sabsevitz et al., 2003] language
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fMRI was shown to be at least as sensitive and specific as
Wada testing in predicting postsurgical decline in naming.
The authors examined 56 temporal lobe cases who underwent presurgical language mapping and used a laterality
index based on temporal lobe activation to predict postoperative changes in naming (Boston Naming Task raw
score). There was an 81% probability that a decline would
occur when predicted, following tailored anterior temporal
lobectomy (sensitivity/specificity/Positive Predictive Power
100%/73%/81%). The results for Wada were less impressive
(sensitivity/specificity/PPP5 92%/43%/67%). A larger,
valuable multi-site NIH study is ongoing (FMRI in Anterior
Temporal Epilepsy Surgery).
There is not an established protocol for using language
fMRI to localize all relevant regions of language cortex
and guide surgical margins. This is a difficult goal for
many reasons. fMRI protocols used across sites differ
markedly in nearly all aspects (e.g., experimental design;
image processing pipeline). Such details can seem minor,
but markedly influence the fMRI results [Binder, 2011] and
therefore the ability to localize language areas. Further,
professional guidelines recommend activation maps be
“reviewed over multiple statistical thresholds with attention to both the voxel-wise statistical significance and the
anatomic extent of activations” [American College of Radiology, 2014]. This approach is valuable, but means that the
resulting map will reflect the operator’s model of the language system–the areas that are expected to be active.
Other areas are likely to be excluded during thresholding,
or not interpreted in the clinical report and therefore not
considered by the surgical team. The model of the language system used clinically focuses on Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas [Ropper and Brown, 2005] and in a recently
completed survey of epilepsy centers we found evidence
that this model forms the focus of presurgical language
fMRI. Clinical and cognitive neurosciences research have
now shown, however, that this model is incomplete.

A Current Model of the Language
System for Clinical Language fMRI
This historic model defining Broca’s and Wernicke’s
areas as “expressive” and “receptive” is a useful heuristic,
but does not fully reflect our current theoretical
knowledge or the clinical picture of aphasias [Tremblay
and Dick, 2016].
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Figure 1.
Historic (left) and current (right) models of the language system.
Left: “Speech areas: Evidence from stimulation,” modified from
Penfield & Roberts, 1959. Right: A model reflecting more recent
knowledge (circles are approximate). (1) Broca’s Area, in the
posterior third of the inferior frontal gyrus. (2) Exner’s Area, in
the posterior middle frontal gyrus. (3) Supplementary motor

area. (4) Angular gyrus. (5) Wernicke’s area, inferior (mid to
anterior STG) and superior (posterior STG and supramarginal
gyrus) components. (6) Basal temporal language areas. Note
that anterior temporal cortex also appears critically involved in
auditory naming (not highlighted). [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Based on our clinical experience using lexico-semantic
tasks, at least six core clinically relevant language areas
can be identified using fMRI (Fig. 1).

stimulation and two tumor patients who had the region
partially resected suffered postoperative handwriting deficits. Of the numerous publications on this area, Anderson
et al. [1990] case study of a secretary who underwent focal
resection of a posterior MFG tumor and suffered postoperative alexia and agraphia, to which she adapted by, for
example, using a rubber stamp of her signature and drawing grocery items for her shopping list, is of particular
interest. This region falls within the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, an area that is key in other cognitive processes
such as working memory and executive skill, which are
also recruited during use of language skills.

Broca’s area
Our understanding of the role of Broca’s area, perhaps
most frequently defined as constituting pars opercularis
and triangularis [Tremblay and Dick, 2016], in language is
evolving. Our understanding of the clinical syndromes
accompanying Broca’s lesions evolved with research in the
1990s which highlighted the key role the insula plays in
motor programming for speech articulation [Dronkers,
1996]. Specifically, clinical syndromes previously grouped
as “Broca’s Aphasia” can be understood as reflecting
a spectrum spanning damage to the lenticular zone
(anarthria), insula (dyspraxia), and inferior frontal cortex
(Broca’s-type agrammatic aphasia) [Donnan et al., 1999].
The specialization of subregions within Broca’s continues
to be elaborated. Discrete regions are likely involved
in processing grammar, semantics, and phonology
[Bookheimer, 2002; Rodd et al., 2015] in both expressive
and receptive speech.

Exner’s area (“graphemic motor frontal area”)
This region, located at the posterior extent of the middle
frontal gyrus, is critically involved in transforming phonological representations of words into the motor commands
for producing their written forms [Roux et al., 2010]. Stimulation in this area has been found, for instance, to selectively disrupt handwriting (6/12 patients) [Roux et al.,
2009]. Stimulation also showed Exner’s area was separate
from Broca’s area, hand motor cortex, and frontal eye
fields. In five further patients, writing disturbance was
combined with reading and/or naming deficits on

r

Supplementary speech area (“supplementary motor
area,” speech component; pre-SMA)
This area, located in posterior superior and medial frontal cortex, is critically engaged in initiating and sequencing
motor movements for speech. It is unique among the listed
language regions since its unilateral resection typically
results in a transient (and in some instances, profound)
aphasia that recovers over weeks to months postoperatively. For instance, Krainik et al. [2003] observed that six
of 12 patients who had regions of the SMA resected suffered postoperative speech deficits varying from mutism
(3 cases) to globally decreased output (3 cases), which
fully or largely recovered by 8 months postoperatively
(range 3–8 months). The degree of (transient) deficit was
proportional to the extent of fMRI activation resected, and
the authors concluded “unilateral SMA removal can be
accomplished without resulting in significant permanent
deficits” [Zentner et al., 1996]. Recovery appears to reflect
recruitment of contralateral SMA, so that if communication
between language areas and contralateral SMA is impaired
(e.g., bilateral lesions, damage to corpus callosum) deficits
may persist to various degrees [Endo et al., 2014].
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Angular gyrus
This area is particularly involved in reading and transitioning between written and spoken forms of language.
A meta-analysis by Binder et al. [2009] showed the left
angular gyrus is consistently involved in semantic processing. Stimulation here can interrupt handwriting, causing
unintelligible writing or repetition of words. In a series of
6 patients with Gerstmann syndrome and angular-inferior
parietal lesions, Roux et al. [2003] noted agraphia in all
six, with reading and object naming (ON) disturbances in
a further five cases.

Wernicke’s area
In contrast to Broca’s area, defined anatomically, Wernicke’s was defined functionally as an area where damage
or stimulation causes comprehension deficits. Early work
attributed Wernicke’s large swathes of posterior cortex
[Figure 1, Penfield and Roberts, 1959] and attempts to clarify its location and nature have been long-standing [Bogen
and Bogen, 1976]. Multiple varied definitions remain in
use [Binder, 2015; Tremblay and Dick, 2016]. In more
recent decades, it has been appreciated that Wernicke’s is
not simply a receptive language region [e.g., Kagan and
Saling, 1988]. An excellent recent overview [Binder, 2015]
outlines evidence for (i) an anterior section of the superior
temporal gyrus (STG), which is bilaterally engaged in phonological perception [see also Price, 2012], (ii) a posterior
section extending to the supramarginal gyrus (SMG)
involved in phonological retrieval (and processing), and
(iii) evidence that damage to the posterior segment alone
impairs phonological retrieval but not comprehension. In
our experience, the inferior portion centers on BA 22, the
superior, BA 22/39/40. fMRI tasks involving the processing and comprehension of auditory and written speech
engage this region [Gaillard et al., 2004]. Damage causes
impairment of phonological processing (posterior STG,
SMG) and comprehension (temporal lobe more broadly)
while disruption of phonological perception (pure word
deafness) typically requires bilateral lesions to the anterior
STG region [Binder, 2015].
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the traditional view of this region is one associating
semantics with names, this data suggests a less clear—
although still critical—role. Separately, the cognitive neuroscience literature has focused on a more posterior fusiform region selectively engaged in word processing,
which tunes across development to process text [Baker
et al., 2007] (although the precise function of the “Basal
Temporal Language Area” and its relationship to the
“Visual Word Form Area”—that is, whether the two are
synonymous—is an outstanding issue). This area has been
mapped in surgical patients with fMRI and stimulation
mapping, and when deafferented after surgery alexia without agraphia may ensue [Gaillard et al., 2006]. The extent
to which these deficits are enduring are a topic of ongoing
debate.

This Study
In our experience, these regions are consistently activated in presurgical language fMRI, and it is possible for
clinicians such as neuropsychologists with the above
knowledge of the language system and a detailed knowledge of fMRI to reliably identify them. The goal of this
study was to provide an initial evaluation of the reliability
of a standardized, clinician-generated (CG) approach to
localizing language cortex using fMRI. We hypothesized
that in a series of unselected patients, two independent clinicians would generate equivalent maps of the language
system. Secondly, we hypothesized overall language laterality would match laterality determined by Wada testing,
as the ability to lateralize the language system is a basic
test that can be validated against a readily-available gold
standard. Third, we expected that if this approach were
reliable, the previously described regions would be consistently identified, as determined by independent reviewers.
Fourth, we hypothesized CG maps with individualized
thresholding would be superior (subjective quality;
lateralization of language) to maps generated with a fixed
threshold.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample

The “basal temporal language area”
An area critical to language in the basal temporal region
has long been recognized [e.g., Mills and McConnell,
1895]. In the epilepsy literature L€
uders reported a case in
1986, one of a broader series [L€
uders et al., 1985; L€
uders
et al., 1986], who suffered a dense anomia on stimulation
of a discrete (2 3 2 mm) fusiform region. A number of
series were subsequently reported in which stimulation in
the fusiform, inferotemporal, and parahippocampal gyri
caused disruption of a range of language tasks, for example, visual and auditory naming, auditory comprehension,
reading, repetition and spontaneous speech [Burnstine
et al., 1990; Krauss et al., 1996; Schaffler et al., 1994]. While

r

The sample included all English-speaking patients who
had undergone both Wada testing and clinical language
fMRI at University of California, Los Angeles’ (UCLA’s)
epilepsy and/or tumor programs from March 2012
through October 2013. Data were acquired retrospectively
through review of existing records. The study was
IRB-approved. Sample details are provided in Table I. 22
patients were included (a 23rd, blind, patient was
excluded) with a mean age 36.4 years (SD 12.5, 16.7–63.6),
including eight females and 16 right-handed individuals.
Handedness was determined by clinical evaluation and
epilepsy team opinion. Wada testing found left language
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T
T
T
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T
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T

T

F
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T

T

T

T

T

T
T
T
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T
T

Lobe

–

36m
3m
–
–

–
–

–

–

–

–
–

–

–

–

–

–
–
–

–

–
18m[10]
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–

–
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–

–
–

–

–

–

–
–

–

–

Y [1]

–

–
–
–

–

–
–
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diff.

–
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§
§

–
–

–

–

–
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[5] §

10y [3]

5y [9]

–

–

–
6/7y [2]
§

–

–
–
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9

3
1
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7

15
12

20

41 [8]

14

48
27

10

30

1

26

50
22
16

36

22 [7]
32

Onset
(years)

Left anterior hippocampal nodule
Left amygdala, anterior temporal cortical
dysplasia (MRI, PET)
Left PCA infarct, historic, primarily temporal,
more limited occipital
Left anterior and mesial temporal tumor
Right hippocampal lesion, suspected neoplasm
Past left anterior temporal resection, historic
astrocytoma
Left middle temporal gyrus cavernous
malformation & mesial temporal sclerosis
Left MTS, left caudate encephalomalacia, right
thalamus and pons lacunar infarcts
MRI nonlesional, EEG R>L, proceeded to right
anterior temporal lobectomy (ATL)
Right posterior temporal sclerosis
(post-surgical report)
Left fronto-temporal encephalomalacia
Past left hippocampal-sparing ATL, probable
recurrent tumor.
Left orbitofrontal on EEG, PET, Chaslin’s
gliosis & arteriosclerosis post phase III
Left MTL low grade neoplasm (inc.
hippocampus)
Left amygdala tumor (biopsy: pleomorphic
xanthoastrocytoma)
Left temporal pole cavernous malformation
Left temporal pole abnormality and MTL
sclerosis
Left hippocampal atrophy and gliosis.
Left anterior temporal cortical dysplasia and MTS
Past left ATL (astrocytoma), residual HS.
Past partial left ATL, residual amygdala
distortion
Right temporo-parietal encephalomalacia
(lateral, mesial), extensive

Lesion/focus
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T, temporal; FT, fronto-temporal; F, frontal; TP, temporo-parietal. § Prior resection as at time of fMRI. [1] Hypoxia, heart failure in utero (cord around neck). [2] Traumatic brain
injury. [3] Mild TBI a few months prior to onset. [4] Severe TBI with 2 weeks’ coma age 29 or 30. [5] Neurofibromatrosis type 1. [6] Meningits at 3 months, developmental delay
(spoke at 4). [7] Tumor symptom onset. [8] Seizures are psychotic phenemoena; “onset” is first documented admission. [9] Single seizure at 5 years of age when hypoglycaemic
(diabetes diagnosed age 2). [10] Definite fever with possible seizure. Data per MRI and other available records. Patients E, H, and L had multiple Wada tests (2, 3, and 2,
respectively) with the same language finding, and the final result and conclusion is used. Age is relative to fMRI date.
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TABLE I. Sample demographics
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dominance in 18 cases, right in three, and mixed in one.
To evaluate this protocol in a standard clinical setting,
patients were accepted regardless of pathology. Pathology
was primarily left hemisphere (18; right in four) and
affected lobes primarily included temporal (18); frontal (1);
temporo-occipital (1); fronto-temporal (1); and temporoparietal (1), and three patients had prior resections.

Protocol
Clinical fMRI (below) and Wada testing with sodium
amytal [Połczy
nska et al., 2014] were completed on different days. A clinical neuropsychologist (PDW or SYB)
supervised acquisition.

Figure 2.
Overview of clinical imaging protocol. An MPRAGE and other
images were also acquired. Two sets of task-related T2* images
were typically acquired with each set including ON; VRN; and
ARN. ON, object naming; VRN, verbal responsive naming; ARN,
auditory responsive naming. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Wada Testing
A modified Montreal protocol was used [e.g., Połczy
nska et al., 2014]. A catheter was placed within the carotid
artery (transfemorally; radiologist). Positioning and flow
were confirmed via X-Ray. EEG was monitored throughout the procedure (neurologist). Injection of the ipsilateral
hemisphere occurred first. The contralateral hemisphere
was later injected (>530 min break between injections) if
clinically requested. The patient counted aloud while gripping the neurologist’s hand. Typically, 125 mg of amytal
in 10 cc of saline were injected in a bolus over 4 s, modified if needed based on patient size or anesthetization
level after initial injection. Anesthetization was considered
acceptable when both (i) EEG slowing was observed with
preserved contralateral awake background; and (ii) the
patient’s contralateral hand grip dropped from baseline to
flaccid (0/5) as judged by the neurologist.

Encoding and recovery phases
Six physical objects were presented and repeatedly
named aloud (neuropsychologist SB, PW or CB) while
strength remained at 0 and EEG was slowed. Two commands (e.g., “wiggle your toes”) were given. Recovery:
language (comprehension; repetition; auditory naming)
was tested using standard cognitive measures (e.g., Boston
Diagnostic Aphasic Exam items) and conversational
speech through to recovery. Recovery occurred when all
of: (i) strength had fully returned; (ii) EEG was at baseline;
(iii) language was at baseline; and (iv) at least 12 min had
passed post-injection.

Recall phase
Memory was then tested using progressive cueing. (1)
Spontaneous: The patient was asked to recall presented
objects and commands. (2) Cued: For items not yet
recalled, the patient was given a semantic cue (“I showed
you something you might find in a toolbox. . .”). Correctly
recalled items were noted. (3) Recognition: For items not
yet recalled, the object (or command) was presented with

r

three additional semantically related lures (e.g., a hammer
might be shown with a paint brush; screwdriver and measuring tape). Correctly recognized items were noted.

Wada data
The language score was percent of correctly named
objects (6) and followed auditory commands (2) (maximum total: 8). The memory score was the percentage of
objects identified in recall phases 1, 2, or 3 (scored out of
6 if language impaired; 8 [including recall of commands]
if language was not impaired).

MRI Task Sequences
One to two sets of three functional tasks were completed
(Fig. 2) on a 3T Siemens Allegra MRI scanner, as well as
multiple coplanar matched bandwidth T2 images (which
bookended the EPI sequences) for use in image interpretation. We aimed to acquire two sets of these tasks if time
allowed, especially if movement, poor compliance, or
image artifact occurred. The precise numbering and ordering of functional tasks for all patients is detailed in
Supporting Information 3. These were followed by other
sequences (e.g., MPRAGE, potentially other clinical or
research sequences).
We used three lexico-semantic tasks. (1) ON [Bookheimer et al., 1995] with object use. A line drawn object
was presented and the patient was asked to “silently
name each object and an action you could perform with
it.” (2) Verbal responsive naming (VRN; i.e., word reading)
[Gaillard et al., 2001, 2002, 2004]. A three-word written
description of a concrete noun or adjective (e.g. “tall pink
bird?”) was presented. The patient’s task was to read the
description, and think of the object name. (3) Auditory
responsive naming (ARN) [Bookheimer et al., 1997; Gaillard et al., 2004]. A three-word description of a concrete
noun or adjective (e.g., “Color of snow?”) was presented
through headphones. The patient’s task was to mentally
generate the described object name silently. All tasks
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included 12 paired blocks of task and rest (10 s per block)
and began with 15 s rest (total 40 1500 ). All blocks began
with a 1s cue (e.g., “rest now”). Rest involved the patient
lying still and viewing a blank screen. Patients of low cognitive ability, determined by neuropsychological evaluation and/or interview with a clinical neuropsychologist,
completed the same task though at a slower pace; 20
blocks of task (12.5s) and rest (10s) for ON and VRN
(totaling 40 ); and 7 task (20s)/8 rest (10s) blocks for ARN
(also totaling 40 1500 ) (see Supporting Information 3). The
T2* protocol included 96 T2* images; TE/TR/Voxel Size/
FOV 5 35/2.5/3.1 3 3.1 3 3/200 mm, with Fat saturation
and began with two discarded images to address B0
effects. The anatomical image used in analysis and interpretation, the High Resolution matched bandwidth T2,
was acquired at TE/TR/Voxel Size/FOV 5 33/5.0/1.6 3
1.6 3 4/200 mm, 28 slices. Position of patients was typically adequate with the exception of cases E, H, J, N, and
V being slightly tilted (accentuated in Case V given patient
pathology).
The tasks used here are freely available for download at
www.cogneuro.net/hbm2017 or from the authors. Please
note that ON stimuli (black and white, line drawn objects
from the Boston Naming Task 2 and other tests) have been
replaced with non-copyrighted, black and white linedrawn alternatives and audio stimuli have been rerecorded.

Analysis
Variables
Wada testing yielded a judgment of language laterality
based on naming (0–6 items), comprehension (0–2 items)
scores, and qualitative language evaluation. The average
interval between Wada testing and fMRI was 3.7 months
(mean 112 days, SD 99, range 2–322) with the exception of
an individual who had fMRI during surgical workup at
age 23, and Wada at prior workup aged age 15 (Case U;
2913 day interval). This patient was left language dominant on Wada and fMRI, was left handed and had left
hemisphere pathology.
fMRI analysis yielded 3 language maps per patient: two
CG and one fixed threshold map (further to the below, see
Supporting Information 1).
fMRI preprocessing was minimal to keep the data as
close as possible to its original form. Data were spatially
smoothed (2 mm kernel) and the correlation between
actual and predicted BOLD (canonical HRF, block design)
was computed (Pearson’s r). A correlation coefficient
allows for acquisition of fewer images than a General Linear Model (GLM)-based approach, and simple removal of
movement-contaminated images (although this was not
required for the patients in this dataset). Discussion of this
approach, and comparison of one case also analyzed using
GLM, is presented in Supporting Information 4. Each
task’s correlation map (r) was used for subsequent

r

r

analysis. This processing was completed in custom software and is detailed further in Supporting Information 1.

Two CG maps
Clinicians (SYB, PDW) independently generated one
thresholded map per patient, representing that individual’s language system. These maps were derived from the r
maps for each of the 3–6 tasks and represent a conjunction
of these tasks (areas common across maps). In order, preference was for a single map based on (1) all three tasks;
(2) conjunction of one auditory and one visual task; (3) a
single task. Thresholds were selected by the clinician subjectively as per American College of Radiology guidelines
[2014] through a process of iteratively (i) evaluating
sequence quality (e.g., evaluating r maps for signs of
movement); (ii) selecting and thresholding candidate
sequences, and viewing regions’ time courses; and (iii)
forming conjunction maps. Maps were overlaid on a
matched bandwidth T2 anatomical reference. Clinicians
were blind to patient and clinical data, and Wada findings.
A detailed working description of the six areas as used in
analysis is provided in Supporting Information 2.

One “fixed threshold” map
This was generated using the “common thresholddependent” method [Suarez et al., 2009] without input
from a clinician. Central to this approach is the use of an
inflexible threshold, frequently set at P < 0.001 uncorrected
or P < 0.05 corrected [Seghier, 2008]. This map was a conjunction of the three language maps from Set 1 (ON, ARN,
VRN) thresholded at the voxel level with a joint probability of P < 0.001 (each individual map P < 0.1/r> 5 0.17).
The first acquired T2 was used as a reference image.

Quantitative analysis
The spatial overlap of maps was directly evaluated
using average percentage overlap and a similarity coefficient [e.g., DICE coefficient; Dice, 1945]. To this end, each
patient’s three correlation maps were rigidly aligned (nearest neighbor). Transformations were derived using each
map’s collinear T2 image. fMRI language laterality was
judged using active voxels in the left (L) and right (R)
hemispheres to calculate an asymmetry index (L-R/L 1 R)
[Binder et al., 1996]. Values varied from 11 (left) to 21
(right) with the lower 5% of rightward and leftward lateralizing values (i.e., 20.05 to 10.05) considered bilateral.
CG maps for one case (S) were used for qualitative but not
quantitative analysis; they could not be accurately aligned
in spite of varied attempts to do so.

Qualitative analysis
The 22 cases yielded a total of 62 maps (22 fixed threshold; 20 clinician 1; 20 clinician 2), as the clinicians
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independently considered the same two cases too poor for
mapping. Three clinicians not involved in analysis
reviewed all images (WDB, LCB, and MMB). All reviewers
are faculty who complete language fMRI for their epilepsy
programs and publish in the field. Specifically, WDG is an
epileptologist and neurologist with over 20 years’ experience in language fMRI; LCB is a practicing clinical neuropsychologist with 18 years’ experience in language fMRI;
MMB is a practicing clinical neuropsychologist with 14
years’ experience in fMRI. Each reviewed 31 images (50%
of rater one’s images, 50% of rater two’s, 50% of the fixed
threshold). Inter-rater reliability of laterality judgment was
good, with map laterality agreeing 89, 86, and 84% of the
time for raters WDG, LCB, and MBB, respectively (n 5 18,
n 5 21, n 5 19 cases).
Reviewers were asked to label all visible regions, judge
overall laterality, and rate image quality on a five-point
scale (Supporting Information 2) from (1) small, questionable activations to (5) very good activation with the
“location and extent of the majority of identified regions
being consistent with your expectations”. To ensure consistency, before reviewing any study data reviewers read
definitions of the areas and four sample cases. This
detailed definition and description of each region is provided in Supporting Information 2. Reviewers were blind
to patient and clinical data, Wada findings, and whether
maps were generated by a clinician or automated
approach (images were randomly ordered).

Evaluation of hypotheses
(1) That independent clinicians will generate equivalent
maps using this method. The degree to which maps overlapped was evaluated: (i) using the average percent overlap of each map with the other, and (ii) using the Dice
coefficient, a more conservative measure comparing the
(doubled) union of the two maps by the total area of each
map (2[A\B]/[A 1 B]) [Dice, 1945]. Patient correlates of
high vs. low overlap (handedness, language laterality,
prior resection, movement, number of image sets acquired)
were also evaluated. The runs selected for analysis by
each clinician were also compared. (2) That language
laterality using this method will closely match Wada
language laterality. Language lateralization using laterality
indices from CG maps for each patient was contrasted
with that derived from Wada testing [as per e.g., Suarez
et al. 2009], and compared with the average fMRI-Wada
agreement for fMRI paradigms in the field [85%; Janecek
et al., 2013]. Judgment of language laterality was also
evaluated qualitatively (by external reviewers not involved
in analysis) to more accurately reflect how laterality is
often determined in a clinical setting. (3) That the
afore-mentioned language regions will be consistently
identified. External reviewers also independently reviewed
each image to identify Broca’s Area; Wernicke’s Area
inferior; Wernicke’s Area superior (including supramarginal
gyrus); Basal Temporal Language Area; Angular Gyrus;
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Supplementary Motor Area/Supplementary Speech Area;
and Exner’s Area, and overall accuracy was reviewed.
(4) That CG maps will differ from fixed threshold maps generated without clinician input. Subjective map “quality”
(see above) of CG and fixed threshold maps, determined by
external reviewers blind to map type, was compared using t
tests. The spatial extent of each map type was contrasted.
Estimated language laterality and the frequency with which
each identified the language regions were evaluated using
Chi2.

RESULTS
Equivalence of CG Maps
Overall, the average spatial overlap between clinicians’
maps for any given case was moderate at 61% (SD 5 0.31;
Dice 5 0.58, SD 5 0.33; n 5 19). In the majority of cases
where clinicians selected at least one of the six sequences
from the same set (n 5 12 patients), average overlap was
high, at 78% (SD 5 0.26; Dice 5 0.74, SD 5 0.31). This
degree of overlap (78%) was significantly above that when
analysis only included sequences from different sets
(n 5 7) (average overlap 0.78 vs. 0.32, t(17) 5 24.353;
P < 0.000; Dice 5 0.74 vs. 0.31, t(17) 5 23.475; P 5 0.003).
Two cases, which both clinicians independently considered too poor for analysis, were set aside, here. In comparing cases with lower (<50%, n 5 8) versus higher (>50%,
n 5 11) overlap, a second set of sequences were more
likely to be acquired if overlap was low (Fisher’s exact,
P 5 0.045), though this did not reflect greater movement
within the two sets (mean displacement 5 0.24 vs.
0.26 mm; t(99) 5 20.5135, P 5 0.61; see also Supporting
Information 3). Patient factors, including handedness
(Fisher’s exact, P 5 0.338); laterality of pathology on MRI
(P 5 0.603); Wada language laterality (P 5 1); and the presence of prior resection (P 5 1), did not differ in low as
compared with high overlap cases. A sample map is
shown in Figure 3.
Qualitative examination of divergent cases (average
overlap <0.5) suggested differing results when clinicians
made different decisions in dealing with image noise or
prioritizing representation of language structures. When
dealing with noise, core regions tended to be wellrepresented by both clinicians but activation extent and
artifactual activation varied. For instance, case E (average
overlap 0.34) contained significant noise (Fig. 4). Clinician
1 (red) initially formed a conjunction from two tasks,
though then elected to reduce the noise further with a conjunction of all three tasks. In contrast, Clinician 2 (yellow)
used two runs (VRN, ARN) to ensure a more liberal representation of the language regions, noting they may use
global normalization in clinic to further reduce noise. The
images were closely aligned and activations were similar
(and approximately colocated), although extent was limited by the three-task conjunction. Similar representations
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Figure 3.
Example map, Case V. Conjunction of ON, visual responsive naming and ARN language maps.
ON, object naming; ARN, auditory responsive naming. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
of most areas were obtained (e.g., Broca’s area, Basal Temporal Language Area), and laterality indices from both
maps indicated right hemisphere language (–0.38; 20.27),
consistent with Wada. The clinicians similarly struggled
with noise in cases D, K, and T.

In other instances, maps differed due to clinicians prioritizing representation of different language regions. In case
O (average overlap 0.16; Fig. 5), both clinicians analyzed
VRN and ARN runs but from different sets, and the
images were in close alignment. Clinician 1 focused on

Figure 4.
Example divergent case with significant noise (Case E) showing maps generated by clinician 1
(red) and two (yellow), and the overlap (orange). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

r
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Figure 5.
Example divergent case where clinicians prioritized representations of different language regions (case O). Clinician 1 prioritized SMA (left, red) while clinician 2 better emphasized basal
temporal language areas (right, yellow). Clinically this frequently
occurs when the clinical question relates to different anatomical

regions (e.g., frontal tumor vs. anterior temporal lobectomy). In
this instance, the fixed threshold approach identified minimal
temporal activation. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

optimally representing SMA, while Clinician 2 prioritized
activation consistent with the basal temporal language and
inferior Wernicke’s areas at the expense of superior
language regions. Activation in the region of Broca’s and
Exner’s areas was represented similarly in the maps. Here,
Clinician 2 noted during analysis that they would typically

create two maps to best represent anterior and posterior
language areas. Other cases (e.g., L and Q) also reflected
prioritization of different regions.

TABLE II. Language laterality by method

Language laterality indices determined from CG maps
closely followed Wada-determined language laterality
(Table II). With Wada laterality as reference, 29/32 (91%)
of left-dominant cases were found left dominant by the clinician; 4/4 (100%) of right dominant cases were similarly
categorized, as were 1/2 mixed cases. These data indicate
an overall concordance of 89%.
Clinical judgment of laterality by external reviewing clinicians (blind to analysis) typically matched Wada findings (85% of cases; 51/60). When cases of mixed language
on fMRI (12%; n 5 7) were not considered (in clinic these
would elicit a Wada test), discordance occurred in 2/60
cases (3%).
For one of these cases, discordance appeared to reflect
both poor quality fMRI data and possible mixed dominance on Wada testing (Case L; Wada left). For the fMRI
data, both reviewers had judged the fixed threshold map
unusable and the CG maps as low quality (1.5/5, 2/5).
The discordant reviewer had considered the map right
dominant (the other had concluded mixed). Further review
of this patient’s Wada (left injection only) revealed they
had followed auditory commands, suggesting intact Wernicke’s function. As such, the report had concluded both
overall left language dominance and that the “right hemisphere likely supports at least some basic comprehension.”
For the second discordant case (Case S; Wada right
dominant) fMRI was again judged to be of poor quality
and Wada findings were not clear-cut. For fMRI, four evaluations were completed: one review of the fixed threshold
map; and three (total) reviews of the two CG maps (one

Language laterality (LI) by method

Case
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
Na
O
P
Q
Ra
S
T
U
V

Wada

Clinician 1

Clinician 2

Fixed
Threshold

L
L
L
L
R
L
L
R
L
L
L
L
M
L
L
L
L
L
R
L
L
L

L (0.64)
L (0.35)
L (0.46)
L (0.63)
R (–0.38)
L (0.55)
L (0.36)
R (–0.39)
L (0.37)
L (0.07)
L (0.32)
R (–0.07)
M (0)
–
L (0.52)
L (0.30)
L (0.12)
–
–
L (0.28)
L (0.06)
L (0.65)

L (0.59)
L (0.35)
L (0.67)
L (0.49)
R (–0.27)
L (0.55)
L (0.36)
R (–0.48)
L (0.64)
M (0.03)
L (0.30)
M (–0.03)
R (–0.06)
–
L (0.57)
L (0.3)
L (0.45)
–
–
L (0.09)
L (0.12)
L (0.65)

L (0.55)
L (0.2)
L (0.44)
L (0.57)
R (–0.29)
L (0.19)
L (0.14)
R (–0.41)
L (0.43)
L (0.08)
M (0.04)
L (0.33)
L (0.08)
–
L (0.33)
L (0.38)
L (0.09)
–
–
L (0.2)
L (0.08)
L (0.62)

a

Each clinician independently determined fMRI data quality was
too poor (noise) to be used for language mapping.
Laterality index is in brackets. Shaded values represent discordance from Wada result.

r

Language Laterality as Compared
with Wada Testing
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review by each external reviewer). The fixed-threshold
map was judged unusable. The reviewer whose judgment
was Wada-discordant (left) also judged the CG map as
low quality (2/5) and they could identify only one of the
six language areas (Wernicke’s–inferior and superior; left).
The other two reviewers independently judged their maps
(one generated by clinician 1; the other by clinician 2) as
being of low quality (2/5) and of mixed dominance (in
one instance, trending left). Review of the Wada report
showed that while the patient was considered right dominant, they did name 1/6 items using the left hemisphere
alone (right injection), again suggesting possible mixed
dominance.
While these data suggest good consistency between
fMRI and Wada, they suggest that when fMRI data are of
low quality they are more likely to be read as differing
from Wada findings. For seven maps (five patients), external reviewers considered maps to be of the poorest quality
(uninterpretable). All were fixed-threshold (not CG) maps.
For two of these patients clinicians had considered data
unusable and not generated maps (Cases N, R). For two
further patients, CG maps were read discordant with
Wada (Cases L, S, above), while both maps for the fifth
(Case V) were read consistent with Wada (left).

Localization of Language Regions
As judged by independent external reviewers, clinicians
identified activation consistent with specific language
regions with a high degree of consistency. Broca’s Area
was most frequently labeled (97% of cases), as were
Wernicke’s Area inferior (98%) and, to a lesser extent,
Wernicke’s Area superior (including supramarginal gyrus;
83%), Supplementary Speech Area (90%), Basal Temporal
Language Area (82%), and Exner’s Area (77%). Activation
consistent with the Angular Gyrus was judged present
least consistently, being labeled in 70% of cases.

Comparison of CG and Fixed Threshold Maps
The independent external reviewers’ (blind) evaluation
of CG and fixed-threshold map quality was compared
(range: 1–5, see above). CG maps generated by different
clinicians did not differ from one another in subjective
quality (clinician 1: mean 3.5, SD 5 0.9; clinician 2,
mean 5 3.4, SD 5 1.1; t(58) 5 0.379, P 5 0.706). For the same
cases, maps generated using a fixed threshold were rated
as being significantly worse (mean 5 2.6, SD 5 1.1;
t(87) 5 3.252, P 5 0.002). This held true even when only
cases where the same clinician evaluated (blindly) both the
CG and fixed threshold maps for each patient (n 5 29
cases; t(56) 5 2.607, P 5 0.012).
The voxel-by-voxel overlap between the CG and fixed
threshold map for any given patient was 52% (SD 5 0.17;
DICE 5 0.37, SD 5 0.21). Overlap between the CG and fixed
threshold was equivalent to (did not differ from) the overlap
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between the two clinicians’ CG maps (average overlap
t(38) 5 1.419, P 5 0.164; Dice t(38) 5 1.63, P 5 0.110). In the
instances where the clinicians relied on at least one sequence
from the same set (n 5 12, per 3.1 above), their CG maps’
overlap with the other CG map was significantly greater
than the CG maps’ overlap with the fixed threshold map
(average overlap, t(31) 5 3.746, P 5 0.001; Dice t(31) 5 3.371,
P 5 0.002). Specifically, CG maps were highly similar in spatial extent (78% overlap) while overlapping significantly less
with fixed-threshold maps (52% overlap).
Laterality indices generated using fixed-threshold maps
were similar in their correspondence with Wada data to
those based on CG maps (Table II). Fixed threshold map
laterality indices matched Wada lateralization in 15/16
(94%) left dominant cases, 2/2 right (100%) and 0/1 mixed
(0%) cases.
Separately, external reviewers’ judgments of the language laterality of fixed threshold maps was evaluated
and compared with their review of CG maps. As noted,
overall, reviewers read CG maps consistent with Wada in
85% of cases (51/60 maps) while fixed threshold maps
matched Wada laterality in 69% (20/29). When reviewers
(blindly) reviewed both the fixed threshold map and a CG
map for the same patient, their determination of laterality
differed a third of the time (31%; 9/29 cases). When their
determination differed, the CG map most often matched
Wada laterality (6/9 cases; all Wada left) while fixed
threshold maps were either read as bilateral (5/9) or
judged unusable (4/9).
Identification of activation consistent with specific language regions occurred more frequently in CG as compared with fixed threshold maps. Areas identified more
frequently included Broca’s Area (97 vs. 79%, v2 5 7.199,
P < 0.05); Wernicke’s Area inferior (98 vs. 69%, v2 5 16.907,
P < 0.05); Wernicke’s Area–superior (including supramarginal gyrus; 83 vs. 55%, v2 5 8.09, P < 0.05); Angular Gyrus
(70 vs. 48%, v2 5 3.955, P < 0.05); and Supplementary
Motor Area/Supplementary Speech Area (90 vs. 72%,
v2 5 4.561, P < 0.05). There was no difference in the rate of
identification of activity consistent with Basal Temporal
Language Area (82 vs. 69%, v2 5 1.81, n.s.) or Exner’s Area
(77 vs. 66%, v2 5 1.234, n.s.).

DISCUSSION
The hypothesis that experienced clinicians could use
this novel method to generate equivalent language maps
was supported. While voxel-by-voxel overlap was moderate when clinicians used data from across two sets of three
runs, when clinicians generated maps using at least some
data from the same set of sequences, maps were significantly more similar, averaging 78% voxel-wise overlap
(Dice 5 0.74). Our findings supported the hypothesis that
language laterality determined from these maps was
equivalent to laterality determined by Wada test. Independent clinicians typically read CG map laterality as
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consistent with the Wada result (85% of cases) and activation consistent with all six described regions was identified in a majority of cases. There was also consistent
evidence that language maps generated using this CG
approach differ from those generated using a simple fixed
threshold. In comparing CG with fixed threshold maps,
laterality indices from CG maps and fixed threshold maps
demonstrated similar correspondence with Wada data.
When generated using data with at least one sequence
from the same set, CG maps’ spatial extent differed significantly from that of equivalent fixed threshold maps.
Expert reviewers blind to map type concluded two different clinicians using this approach generated maps that
were of equivalent quality. Further, they judged these
maps of superior quality to those created using a fixed
threshold. Finally, these maps localized activation consistent with known language areas more frequently than
fixed threshold maps.
Of note is the fact that the two clinicians’ maps were more
similar when each included at least one run from the same
task set. While this could suggest movement was an issue,
within-sequence movement was not found to be reduced in
these patients. Visual inspection also suggested the images
were collinear and that the final conjunction maps
were aligned. It is possible, however, that the presence of
between-run movement led to slight misalignment of the
raw data used to form the conjunction images, and that this
is partly responsible. This is unlikely to account fully for this
difference, however; clinicians’ reports during analysis
documented deliberate decisions about which runs should
be selected to represent specific language regions.
This finding emphasizes the key role of the clinical
question, that is, the subjective goal of the person analyzing data, in defining the results of clinical fMRI. This point
is often under-appreciated, and may be less significant
when simple lateralization of language, rather than localization, is the goal. Variation as a function of the clinical
question can occur through simple alteration of the thresholds used and/or the tasks used in conjunction (e.g.,
[ON\VRN\ARN] as opposed to [VRN\ARN], or
[ON\ARN]). In the context of different presumed clinical
questions, in one instance maps were generated with
markedly different temporal and frontal activation (Case
O, Fig. 5). In this case, clinicians’ laterality indices were
equivalent though nearly double the magnitude of those
based on a fixed threshold map (Table II). Moreover, in
this patient, external reviewers concluded activation consistent with the basal temporal language area was present
in only one of the two CG maps. This is consistent with
the American College of Radiology’s recommendation that
“the physician supervising and interpreting fMRI must be
clinically informed and understand the specific questions
to be answered prior to the procedure” [American College
of Radiology, 2014].
This study thus also highlights the importance of the
individual who analyzes clinical fMRI data clearly
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articulating what regions they did and did not seek to
identify during analysis. These points are ideally conveyed
by the analyst in a report or, better, presentation to the
surgical team. The latter is particularly useful when a map
is generated to answer one referral question (e.g., possible
lateral temporal resection) and at case conference the team
unexpectedly considers an alternate procedure. For a similar reason, it can also often be useful to provide a map
highlighting basal temporal dropout, to ensure the absence
of activation in this region is not misinterpreted as an
absence of eloquent cortex.

Comparison with Wada
These data reveal a good overall correspondence
between this approach and language laterality determined
through Wada testing (85–89%), consistent with the
85–86% concordance rate reported in reviews of the
existing literature and larger case series [Janecek et al.,
2013]. Further, absolute discordance–laterality being read
as left on Wada, right on fMRI or vice versa–was also similar here (3%) [Janecek et al., 2013]. The relative consistency of laterality indices, paired with the findings on
specific language region identification, supports the notion
that fMRI-based language lateralization is less sensitive to
changes in data analysis choices than language localization. The consistency with Wada data is also congruent
with prior reports that use of a panel of multiple language
tasks aids in classification [Gaillard et al., 2004].
Of interest is the fact that laterality indices for the two
Wada right cases were compellingly right lateralized
(–0.27 to 20.48) regardless of method. While lateralization
of the mixed dominance case was less clear, laterality indices clustered close to 0 and it is very likely that in the clinical setting such a case would be referred for Wada
testing. As such categorizations are highly dependent on
the thresholds used to determine laterality, it is of interest
that when independent clinicians not involved in analysis
reviewed a subset of the clinical maps their judgment was
consistent between raters (84–89% agreement) and typically consistent with Wada (85% agreement).
The meaning of fMRI–Wada discordance in the two
instances here remains unclear. As with fMRI, there is to
some extent a need to artificially dichotomize Wada findings
(left v right) and review of these cases’ Wada results suggested the lateralization may not have been as clear as at first
appeared. The ultimate test of accuracy is the task’s ability
to predict postsurgical language outcome. Prior work has
shown both that fMRI and Wada results diverge when lateralizing language and that fMRI can predict outcomes more
accurately [Sabsevitz et al., 2003]. Therefore, although concordance with the Wada procedure is informative, lack of
complete concordance does not necessarily mean that the
fMRI results would not predict outcome better. Further
work validating the current protocol in predicting language
change postsurgery would be highly valuable.
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Language Localization
We emphasize that the method studied here is not proposed for use in creating a simple template for resection
by outlining regions that are critical or indispensable.
While the location of the activation and review by external
clinicians suggests at least some of these areas represent
known language-critical regions, this evidence is correlational and observational. Concurrently, the consistent location of these activations across multiple language tasks
argues strongly for their forming part of the language system. If further research supports our findings, this form of
language fMRI for localization would be a valuable addition to currently available approaches. The shortcomings
of existing methods means novel approaches to localize
language are needed. Wada’s prediction of postsurgical
naming change is suboptimal [Sabsevitz et al., 2003]. Further, 41% of sites report at least one instance of postoperative language decline in spite of the team preserving
all eloquent areas identified during intracranial EEG for
seizure localization and functional mapping [Hamberger
et al., 2014]. These data suggest that while fMRI has its
own limitations, it may prove a valuable complement to
traditional approaches. While the widespread adoption of
fMRI to guide surgical margins is less likely, the use of an
fMRI-based approach that is highly (rigidly) standardized
to help guide electrode placement in stimulation mapping,
quantify risk and predict outcome, would appear reasonable and useful.
The language model used here builds on the work of
countless others, and is more heavily clinical than theoretical. It seeks to map areas required for language function;
that is, areas that will lead to language deficits if resected,
regardless of hypothesized function. Patients and epilepsy
teams can then weigh a possible decline in a function (e.g.,
handwriting) against the probability of postsurgical seizure freedom. The model presented here does not include
all clinically relevant regions, however. There is good evidence that the anterior temporal lobe, an area we do not
explicitly map, is language-critical with resection resulting
in auditory naming deficits [Hamberger et al., 2001], and a
protocol for mapping this region has previously been
developed [Binder et al., 2011]. Protocols such as this may
form a supplement to the approach presented here. It may
also be that some of the numerous other language protocols not used here—for example, phonological processing
tasks—may be comparable or even superior to this
approach.
This latter point touches on a key limitation of studies
such as this. When a method such as that used here is
used by others, or the results are weighed, it is critical to
note that the findings (and their reproducibility) depend
fundamentally on the methods used. Paradigms that
require different cognitive skills can result in starkly different activation profiles, and any paradigm that is to be
used should be validated for that purpose [Binder et al.,
2008; Jayakar et al., 2014; Pillai and Zaca, 2011; Zaca et al.,
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2012]. The comparison approach we used–a “fixed threshold” approach–must be interpreted with the caveat that
the threshold used is just one possible threshold; the use
of different thresholds or approaches (e.g., a thresholdindependent approach [Branco et al., 2006]) may yield different results. Estimates of reliability will also vary as a
function of the measures evaluated. While alternate
approaches such as comparing the center of mass could be
used, we elected to compare the maps’ spatial extent as
this is the property of the map that many neurosurgical
teams consider when formulating a surgical plan and considering intracranial electrode placement. Similarly, alternative approaches to analysis could have been used. Our
goal was to evaluate an approach we have tested extensively and found useful, using a correlation coefficient and
minimal preprocessing to keep the data as close to its original form as possible. GLM is another, alternate and
widely used approach for image analysis, which has the
benefit of easily modeling a large number of effects on the
data (e.g., conditions, sessions, movement parameters) but
with the side effect of progressively decreasing sensitivity
to task-related effects [Taylor et al., 1996]. As such,
approaches to addressing movement in GLM-based analysis, which include adding regressors to model movement,
can reduce explanatory power and sensitivity. Greater
data smoothing is also typically required for clinically feasible sequences. The correlation analysis used here considers only two variables (actual and [HRF-based] predicted
blood flow), allowing greater sensitivity to task-related
effects. To address movement, contaminated images can
simply be removed; while this does not remove all movement effects [Friston et al., 1996] in our experience it can
deal with the worst of these without dramatically reducing
power. It is important to note that residual effects will
remain, however. Further development of our approach
with more recent analytic approaches such as GLM may
strengthen the protocol described here, as may complementary methods shown to boost reliability such as the
normalization of activation maps (AMPLE) [Voyvodic,
2012]. Finally, it is also important to note that a number of
the regions mapped here may be considered by various
clinicians as part of different structures, or with different
names. For instance, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex may be
treated as synonymous with Exner’s Area, and specifically
mapped by some clinicians in this context.
Less is also currently known about the ability to predict
deficits in some higher-order aspects of language function,
such as grammar, postsurgically. There is evidence that
non lexico-semantic aspects of language such as grammar
may have a partially distinct neuroarchitecture in epilepsy
and tumor patients [Ojemann and Mateer, 1979] and preliminary evidence that considering grammar as part of
evaluation may improve the utility of clinical mapping
paradigms [Połczy
nska et al., 2014; Rofes and Miceli,
2014]. More broadly, this fMRI-based approach focuses on
cortical structures and does not explicitly consider the
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connections between these regions, or subcortical involvement, and it is imperative that these be considered in planning. In clinical practice, diffusion maps and tractography
are typically considered with language fMRI to ensure
accurate estimation of risk in surgical planning. Resting
state fMRI estimates of connectivity are being investigated
and validated, and may prove a useful addition to presurgical planning. This is of particular interest in patients
who cannot comply with standard mapping approaches,
such as young children. Cortex proximal to key language
areas is also vital for and can be recruited with language,
such as dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (working memory).
Such regions are also vulnerable during surgery and
should be considered (and when possible mapped) to
avoid postsurgical deficits. Further, language is a more
complex process than is reflected by the single-word based
tasks used in many forms of clinical language mapping
[e.g., Polczynska et al., 2014] and determining whether
mapping higher-order language constructs improves prediction of surgical outcome is an important, outstanding
question.

The Role of the Clinician in Clinical fMRI
The finding that an experienced clinician generates language maps that both differ from the simple application of a
threshold and formation of a conjunction, and that this
improves the quality of the map, is of particular importance.
These data show that when language fMRI is analyzed by an
experienced clinician such as a neuropsychologist, results
are both qualitatively (image quality) and quantitatively
(identification of activation consistent with specific language
regions) improved relative to an automated analysis
approach using the same methods (application of a threshold; conjunction) without review and adjustment by a
skilled clinician. Further, in this sample when analysis
applied a fixed threshold rather than relying on a clinician’s
expertise, laterality was less often read as consistent with
Wada laterality (69 vs. 85%). Errors most often included
incorrect judgments of mixed dominance (5/29 cases),
though data was also often determined unusable data (4/
29). Of note, when a fixed threshold map was read as unusable (5 cases) a clinician analyzing the same data often concluded the data was unusable (40%) or generated a map
read as inconsistent with Wada results (40%). This suggests
that when data are unusually poor, clinicians should not
attempt to make a decision regarding language laterality
using the data that they have, but should instead suggest
repeating the fMRI or using an alternative method (e.g.,
Wada testing). Using such data to generate maps regardless
may be misleading and yield unreliable findings.
The benefit of clinician-based analysis held for language
localization as well as lateralization. There was a consistent pattern for clinician-based analysis to identify more
probable language regions (as per external reviewers’
judgments). This was true not only for Broca’s (97 vs.

r

r

79%) and Wernicke’s areas (inferior, 98 vs. 69%; superior
83 vs. 55%), but also for less frequently appreciated areas
including the Angular Gyrus and Supplementary Speech
Area. These findings are not the result of rater bias or the
scale used. The external raters, who were independent and
blind to map type during data review, reviewed both the
fixed threshold and CG maps for each patient. That is, any
biases in region definition, quality, or determination of lateralization were applied (blindly) to the same patients’ CG
and fixed threshold maps. It is likely that the benefit of
having clinicians complete analysis came from factors
including their knowledge of the language system; clinical
considerations; the strengths and weaknesses of fMRI; and
the cognitive structure of the tasks being used. Regardless:
confirming activation in these areas truly represents language cortex will be vital.
A possible criticism of studies such as this is that they may
validate an approach that can only be used by (for example)
the two individuals who completed analysis. While this
method is complex and requires skill in a number of areas,
we have developed and provided additional material
(included here as Supplements) so that they might be evaluated and improved by others. We are also happy to provide
versions of the tasks used. This approach seeks to identify
areas known and identifiable to other clinicians in the field
(e.g., LCB, WDG, MBB). We expect it can be used by clinicians
(e.g., neuropsychologists, neurologists, radiologists) who
have detailed training in and a detailed understanding of
areas including cognition, neuroanatomy, functional MRI,
image analysis, and epilepsy and others have been trained in
this method previously (e.g., CFB).

Limitations
A widely appreciated issue evident in our data was the
degree to which noise impacted data, guiding analysis
decisions and the resulting language maps. As detailed,
we achieved minimal movement and consistent good task
engagement by training patients prior to testing, modifying the task version to match the patient’s cognitive baseline (e.g., slower stimuli in low IQ/slow processing speed
patients), and ensuring immediate (sensory) feedback on
movement (provided by tape placed across head coil
touching patient’s forehead). Other measures influencing
signal to noise ratio include the amount of data (greater
with more images acquired), extent of signal change
(greater with longer block duration), and the removal of
random noise through data smoothing and image realignment. Our protocol was sufficient to allow good correspondence with Wada findings and relatively high image
quality on independent review. Increasing the number of
images acquired during imaging, as with recent subsecond TR multiband sequences, would increase signal.
Data were smoothed to decrease noise and accentuate signal. While, ideally, smoothing would not be necessary (signal would be perfectly sampled), the time available to
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acquire multiple language tasks in clinic (as per clinical
guidelines) is limited. We smooth by a minimal amount
(2 mm), which has the benefit of keeping the data as close
to its raw spatial resolution (and accuracy) as possible
while minimizing attenuation of relevant signal and the
smoothing of irrelevant structures (e.g., vessels) into cortex. The downside of smoothing with a smaller kernel is
that significant noise will remain, and the spatial extent of
some activations may be under-represented. Also of note
is that we chose to include a brief, one-second cue at the
start of each 10s block reminding patients of the task.
While this will influence task-related BOLD signal, our
experience is that such a cue is highly valuable, particularly with patients with poor working memory.

CONCLUSIONS
In sum, these results suggest that clinicians experienced
in this method can form conjunctions from two sets of
three language tasks to generate equivalent maps, and that
these maps differ from and are rated as of better quality
than those generated with a fixed threshold. This difference did not markedly alter laterality indices, but it did
improve the correspondence of clinicians’ judgments of
language laterality so that they were more consistent with
Wada laterality. The caveat here was that when the data
were of low quality–to the point where a fixed threshold
and conjunction revealed little or no activation–the maps
clinicians generated were less likely to be read by others
as consistent with Wada results. For localization, however,
these data show a standardized, clinician-based approach
can use a suite of tasks to identify probable language
regions that are both vulnerable in epilepsy surgery and
frequently overlooked. These data suggest a fixed threshold without input from a clinician with expert knowledge
of cognition and fMRI may lead to inaccurate findings in
presurgical planning. Finally, with additional study and
refinement, the method described here may improve the
yield of other invasive and imperfect methods of language
localization, such as extraoperative stimulation mapping,
and improve patient outcomes from surgery.
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